Multiparameter approach in the identification of cross-contaminated leukemia cell lines.
A common problem in cell culturing is cross-contamination with other cells or misidentification of cells. An effective cell culture quality and identity control is required in order to avoid inter- and intraspecies contamination of cell lines and their further propagation and dissemination. We present evidence that supposedly unrelated cell lines that we received from the original investigators are in fact related to the chronic myeloid leukemia cell line K-562. The sister cell lines SPI-801 and SPI-802 were originally established from a patient with T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia and displayed T-cell associated features. However, data from morphological evaluation, immunophenotyping, bcr-abl gene rearrangement analysis, DNA fingerprinting, Northern blot analysis of globin gene expression and esterase isoenzyme analysis clearly established that the three cell lines are related. Cytogenetic examination while not proving the common identity of the cells provided further evidence for the suspected common origin of all three cell lines. Chromosome banding, DNA fingerprinting and bcr-abl genotyping suggested further evolution of these clones during long-term cultivation. Quality and identity control is an essential feature of cell culture technique. Only regular monitoring for purity and integrity of cell lines will significantly reduce the incidence of cell line contamination and misidentification.